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Airthings wave mini air quality monitor

Over the past month under the blockade of COVID-19, I have had plenty of opportunities to think about indoor air quality. Although we are far from the air sensors that will test for coronavirus, there are options to monitor other aspects of air quality, including toxic VOCs (volatile organic compounds). Some of these devices can become quite complicated and quite expensive - one
that I estimated even required a cellular contract for remote monitoring ... If you want to look out for basics with minimal complexity and cost, the Airthings Wave Mini can only do the trick. I have to wipe the table, but the air quality in the office is good. Brad Moon Tiny, Unobtrusive, Cheap and Low Maintenance There are many high-quality indoor air quality monitors these days.
I've looked at several in the past, including one from footbot. But what if you want something simpler - a basic monitor, not something that costs $200 or more? Airthings Wave Mini is targeting this market. The detector itself is a tiny device, a white disc just three inches across and one inch deep. It can be easily mounted on the wall with one screw or use the included fastening
table rack to place it wherever you want. No power adapter or USB charging required. The included pair of AA batteries is expected to be good for two years of use (after about five months of use, my inspection units still show the remaining 99% battery life). You can connect wave mini to Airthings Hub as part of a more comprehensive system, but it works perfectly as a
standalone device that easily connects to your Bluetooth smartphone. The $79.99 Wave Mini is cheap enough to be an almost impulse purchase. Easy to use I set wave mini that will be used as a standalone device. This meant downloading the app, setting up an account, and then connecting to the detector via Bluetooth. That's all. Wave Mini takes seven days to calibrate, and
then you'll be good. And it couldn't be easier to use. Walk past wave mini or wave your hand in front of it, and the LED placed in the front glows green, yellow or red. If it's green, everything's fine. Yellow means that the element of your air quality is degrading. If it's red, there's something about your air quality that's bad and you should investigate as soon as possible. A red alert is
what you want to avoid. Brad Moon What wave mini measures? Wave Mini is equipped with three sensors that sample air quality every five minutes. One sensor measures temperature, one measures humidity, and the third measures TVOC (Total volatile organic compounds). It's a VOC measurement that I doubt will be of interest to most people. These are chemicals in the air
that release a wide range of sources, including candles, fragrances, paint, new furniture and carpet, glue, cleaning and cooking agents. VOCs are invisible, but exposure to them can cause symptoms such as headaches, sore throat and Eyes. Long-term Long-Term with elevated VOC levels is associated with an increased risk of serious diseases, including cancer. Airthings App
offers detailed information To see the current air quality of the room at a glance is great, but the Airthings mobile app gives you access to much more detailed information. AirThings sensor thresholds. Aeration The basic information display gives you a green, yellow or red air quality rating, but displays specific numbers for TVOC, Humidity and temperature. Click on any of them
and you'll see a screen with that same green, yellow, or red air quality rating, but specific to the selected measurement. This detailed display also shows a graph of readings over the past 48 hours, week, month and year - so you can see how air quality measurements for this factor have fluctuated over time. The Airthings Wave Mini app gives you access to more detailed
information, including measurements over... [+] time. Brad Moon Screen Capture The app also supports the Wave Mini update with new firmware when available and displays the current battery level. How can you use this information? What can you do with information about indoor air quality provided by Wave Mini? This can actually be very useful, in the short and long term. I've
got one on my desk in my office. If I ever see a yellow or red warning light (something that has only happened a few times and has always been associated with one of my children lighting food), I break a window to let in fresh air. Within minutes, the green light indicates that the VOCs have been wiped out of the room. In this regard, wave mini provides valuable real-time
information about the consequences of the action - such as lighting a candle - and gives you an incentive to stop it or open the window to let in fresh air. In the long term, it can be a very useful tool for finding ongoing air quality problems in your home. Reports displayed in the app can provide valuable clues. For example, perhaps a sudden jump in permanent VOC readings can be
tied to buying new furniture or painting the wall. If the readings do not normalize, you may want to take measures such as starting an HVAC fan to keep the air moving or even call in a specialist for more comprehensive air quality testing. Low humidity readings in winter may suggest that your home would benefit from a humidifier. It doesn't reveal the fur of the car. Also, the window
is a bad place to accurately read the air quality of the room. Brad Moon's Airthings Wave Mini recommendation is a great option to keep track of basic air quality issues in any room in your home. You'll hardly notice that there, literally working only with a wave, offers more detailed information, including air quality trends through its mobile app, batteries last for two years, and below
is $80. If you want more comprehensive air quality information that tracks things like Radon gas and CO2, then you'll need to a little more money. In fact, Airthings offers an option in its $229.99 Wave Plus detector. Ali Ali Basic information about air quality at first glance, Airthings Wave Mini is pretty hard to beat. Disclosure: Airthings provided wave mini for evaluation, but had no
input in this review. Smart homes are filled with what quickly turns into basic things from smart lights and locks, to smart thermostats, plugs and devices, all of which help automate your home. Another smart device growing in popularity is a smart air monitor and purifier. We recently published an air monitoring guide, with tips on how to make the interior of your home more
comfortable and the air cleaner, which take advantage of these new devices. Airthings is one company that makes smart aerial monitors, including the new Wave Mini, a smaller version of the company's Wave smart air monitor. We tested the monitor to see how it went in the house. Airthings Wave MiniGearBrainWhat is wave mini? Wave Mini is a smart internal air monitor that
records real-time measurements, for analysis of total volatile organic compounds (TVOC), humidity and temperature in your home. It's one of the smallest battery-powered smart air monitors we've tried and not only keeps an eye on the indoor air quality of your smart home, wave mini also offers tips on how to clean your air as well. Airthings Wave Mini Indoor Air Quality Monitor
How Does It Work? Inside the Wave Mini are sensors that can pick up chemicals in the air, letting you know when you are near or above thresholds for VOC, humidity and temperature. The type of VOCs Wave Mini can track include those produced by candles, fires, fragrances, cooking fumes, new furniture fragrances, cleaning agents, adhesives, paint, wax, varnish and even
children's plastic toys, which are not BPA free. Users can only get instant readings from the Wave Mini by waveing their hand in front of the monitor and seeing detected colors indicating air from the inside. Red means danger, yellow is a warning that you are approaching dangerous levels, and green means you are doing well. Inside the app, there are tips on how to improve
yellow and red reading, and you can also set up notifications here to get both texts and emails. Just wave your hand in front of wave mini to discover the air quality reading in your room. GearBrainHow to set up? Setting up wave mini is very easy. Once you unwrap the Airthings Wave Mini, install the three AA-supplied batteries - which have a two-year lifespan - and download the
Airthings app. If you own another airthings device, just go to Settings and click on Devices. Then click Add Device and follow the instructions. Wave Mini will connect via Bluetooth, so the pairing process is resolved quickly, but expect it to wait about an hour before the monitor will provide accurate air quality readings in your home. Once you're connected to the Wave Mini, you
need to decide where to place your monitor. It can be mounted on a shelf or mounted on a wall, and You get a porter for assembling with a magnet. Just keep in mind, in search of Wave Mini, do not place it near the air vent or window, as this may affect the readings. The airthings appgearbrainSmart Home IntegrationsAirthings Wave Mini dashboard works with Google Assistant-
enabled devices, but minimally. For example, you can ask google assistant to check the air quality in your room. There is Alexa Skill for airthings, but it does not work with Wave Mini, only with Airthings other air monitors, Wave and Wave Plus. You can use Applets If This Then That (IFTTT) to help you get notifications via email, text, or push notifications, similar to the Airthings
app. There's also an applet to use that will report air quality readings to your spreadsheet. These are fine, but not as good as the integrations you can get if you currently own Wave or Wave Plus. These devices have integrations that allow you to integrate with smart lights (i.e. smart lights). Philips Hue) and plugs (i.e. See what airthings wave mini can track in the air of your
home,GearBrainCost MSRP for Wave Mini is $79 and available for sale on its website. The monitor is also available on Amazon currently only for $63.99. Airthings Wave Mini Indoor Air Quality Monitor SummaryAs more consumers want to know about the air quality inside their home, smart air monitors turn into highly valued smart devices, especially if they can not only clean the
air, but also help you inform and how to clean the air. Wave Mini is a nice, inexpensive and portable smart air monitor that simplifies how to keep an eye on the air quality in your home. The design is also good, with the ability to wave your hand in front of the device, a nice touch, as well as multiple options on where to place the device in your home. We also valued the cost, which
means you can afford more Minis in your home. However, there are some concerns that we feel the need for sleuths. The Airthings app does a nice job of collecting all the data from your Wave Mini, which also educates you on TVOCs and pollutants. You can also see readings in several time periods, from 48 hours to a week, a month, or even a year. However, if you want more
insight into this data, especially as it relates to your life and your home (i.e. allergies or sleep), you might want to look at other smart air monitors such as the Awair Glow C Air Monitor which is only $89, only $10 more than wave mini.The Wave Mini works with Google Assistant and IFTTT applets enabled devices , but with minimal routines and apples. And while Wave and Wave
Plus work with Amazon Alexa-enabled devices, wave mini doesn't. Overall, the Wave Mini is an affordable, portable and efficient smart air quality monitor that we would recommend, especially if you currently own Wave or Wave Plus. We also suggest placing a Mini in any room in your smart home, as long as it's not your basement. Then leave Radon readings with other wave
devices. Compact design and portableCostMonitors portableCostMonitors Humidity and TVOCsCons:Limited smart home integrationsDoesn't monitor RadonApp is a basic Airthings Wave Plus Indoor Air Quality Monitor with Radon Detection, Free Application &amp; Web Dashboard, 6 Sensors: Total VOCs, CO2, Humidity, Temperature, Pressure. Battery operated, Bluetooth
connectivity
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